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Deep in Malawi, in the warm heart of Africa, lay Lake Ticklewater. It was the home of many creatures, but especially frogs, who lived there among the stones and wild plants. No one could remember why, but the Lake Ticklewater frogs were all blue. Apart from that, they were ordinary frogs.  
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At the school gates, a teacher welcomed 

Biriwita and immediately showed him to 

his first class, which was being held by an 

upside-down tree at the top of a small hill. 
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That evening, Biriwita sat on the rock 

by the upside-down tree and watched 

the frogs jumping about in the water 

below. What fun it looked! He wished 

he could join them.
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One day, however, one of these ordinary frogs received an extraordinary piece of news: 

he had won a place at Croak College, the most famous school for frogs in Malawi! The 

name of this lucky frog was Biriwita. 
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Biriwita soon became the most popular frog in the school. No one cared that he was blue 
any more. Everyone wanted to talk to him and hear the exciting story about how he had 

stopped the crocodile.

A few weeks later, everyone gathered for the graduation ceremony. Biriwita’s family 
waved to him from the crowd. He would be the first frog from Lake Ticklewater to 

graduate from Croak College!
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Biriwita tried to talk to the other frogs, but as soon as they saw him they started to laugh.

“Yuck – you’re blue! How weird!” they said.

Biriwita tried to defend himself. “All the Lake Ticklewater frogs are blue,” he replied. 

“What’s wrong with that?”

“Blue is a stupid colour,” they said. “Why aren’t you green like us?”

Biriwita could not think of what to say. He felt sad.
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After a tiring swim across the lake, 

Biriwita finally spotted a sign. It read: 

CROAK COLLEGE – 
MALAWI’S FINEST SCHOOL 

FOR THE FINEST FROGS. 








